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ABSTRACT In this paper, an analytical model aimed at reducing computational times for the analysis of
classical synchronous generators is proposed and validated.While the proposedmodel’s attractiveness comes
from its simple and fast nature, however, it also features excellent levels of accuracy. This is achieved by the
model’s ability to consider aspects like saturation and space harmonics. Such features are usually investigated
with computationally-heavy finite element analysis. The proposed method shows that an appropriate flux
linkage map of all the machine windings as a function of currents and rotor position can be used to accurately
consider these features at no cost of time or accuracy. Furthermore, the integration of the skewing effect
within the model has also been proposed by incorporating it within the flux linkage map. The proposed
method is investigated through the use of a 72.5kVA, wound field, salient pole synchronous generator. The
results are compared with those of a finite element model and also against experimental measurements on a
physical prototype. The advantages of the proposed procedure are discussed, where the model’s suitability
for carrying out lengthy and multiple simulations and its flexibility are highlighted.

INDEX TERMS Harmonics, lookup tables, modelling, skewing effect, synchronous generators.

I. INTRODUCTION
Historically, modelling and design of wound-field, syn-
chronous generators (SG) have been performed through
extensive use of the classical equivalent circuit and equivalent
dq-axis circuit equations [1], [2]. These methodologies have
been shown to be robust and elegant solutions and most
importantly have withstood the test of time. However, their
main limitation has always been that they only consider an
ideal, linear behaviour of the machine and thus are based on
a number of assumptions and simplifications, including the
neglecting of parasitic non-linear electromagnetic relations
such as harmonics and magnetic saturation.

With recent advancements in computational resources,
new materials and new design methodologies, designers
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and researchers are today able to consider complex geome-
tries [3], non-linear material properties such as due to eddy
currents [4], thermal characteristics [5] and others. The
advent of commercially-available, finite-element (FE) plat-
forms and tools, capable of solving complex non-linear
systems in feasible time-lines, is allowing unprecedented
improvements in accuracy and design flexibility.

While the FE method is today the undisputed methodol-
ogy of choice in terms of accuracy, however the challenge
associated to it is that it remains time-consuming and for
optimal operation usually demands higher processing speeds
than those provided by standard computing resources. This is
highly emphasized when specific operating points, dynamic
responses and skewed SG structures are considered and mod-
elled. Additionally, FE modelling packages usually do not
support or feature compatibility with other generic math-
ematical modelling tools, e.g. Matlab-Simulink. Therefore,
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often, their interfacing with external control system models
of the generation system cannot be modelled and analysed
and analytical models are still widely used [6].

Recently, a number of works focusing on either hybrid
analytical-numerical [7], [8] or analytical methodologies sup-
ported by numerical analyses are being developed. This ‘best
of both worlds’ concept [9] has significant potential as it can
benefit from the main strengths of both methodologies.

The model proposed in this paper complies with such
a hybrid trend and consists in importing the electrical
machine’s parameters from FE model to a faster but still
accurate circuital analytical model. While this technique has
been widely investigated [10]–[17], its main challenge relates
to its preparation time, i.e. the time required to prepare these
imported data sets in a short timescale. This paper then aims
at overcoming such modelling challenge, thus improving its
suitability for ‘‘everyday’’, company-based design processes.
Hence, it proposes an advanced methodology for the mod-
elling of classical, wound-field, salient poles SGs that is not
computationally expensive (being based on an analytical sys-
tem) but is yet able to accurately consider themain effects that
have traditionally been limited to FE-based solutions, such
as the non-linear behaviour and saturation of ferromagnetic
materials.

II. TRADITIONAL MODELLING PHILOSOPHIES
SGs are traditionally modelled through a dq reference frame.
This method is known for its elegance and simplicity [1], [2].
Such techniques usually assume constant inductance values
along the direct and quadrature axes and ignore the effects
of space-harmonics in the airgap flux distribution. This obvi-
ously results in a considerable loss of accuracy. To mitigate
these inaccuracies, several measures have been proposed and
reported in literature. In [18], a dq model with considerations
for added complexities is presented. This model considers the
effects of time-harmonic electrical quantities by converting
each harmonic order of three-phase quantities to its coun-
terpart in the dq reference frame. However, it does not take
into account the effects of space harmonics and the magnetic
saturation produced by the generator itself.

Harmonic domain reference frame has also been proposed
for SG modelling to account for the harmonic effects [19].
While some accuracy improvements have been reported,
however in general it is perceived that the drawbacks in
terms of the heavier requirements of computational resources
still outweigh the gained accuracy. Thus, models based on
physical phase coordinates (abc-reference frame) have been
traditionally preferred [10]–[12], [20]–[22] for modelling
SGs with space and time harmonic effects. This aspect is
very much emphasized in [12], [20]. These physical phase
variable approaches are based on mathematical models of the
stator and the rotor winding circuits and include time-varying
winding inductances or flux linkages to account for space
harmonics. A common practice in implementing this is to
consider the dominant terms of a general Fourier series of
the varying winding inductances as a function of the rotor’s

angular position [20]. The improvement with such modelling
technique is significant, however it is also true that it usually
ignores magnetic saturation, i.e. assuming linear behaviour
of ferromagnetic materials. Moreover, Fourier series based
methodologies, such as those considered in [19], [20], are
approximately estimated using the typical geometry of salient
pole SGs, whilst ignoring particular influencing factors, such
as number of slots, material properties, pole span, slot open-
ings, armature winding configurations, etc.

Combining electromagnetic FE analysis with electrical
circuit modelling has resulted in a step-change in terms of
the validity of analytical models that are able to completely
consider time and space harmonics [21], [22]. This hybridiza-
tion of FE and linear circuital approaches results in improved
accuracy, but come at the cost of increasing the computational
burden and resources.

To decrease the simulation time, techniques have been
proposed that solve windings’ circuits state-space equations
using lookup tables of stored parameters obtained from FE
simulations [10]–[12]. These approaches provide simulation
results comparable to those of FE modelling techniques. The
stored parameters used in [10] are usually the windings’
inductances or flux linkages values as function of the rotor’s
angular position. However, since they implement lookup
tables dependent on rotor angle only, they usually ignore the
magnetic saturation effects. The techniques proposed in [11],
[12] consider harmonics due to both the machine geometry
and magnetic saturation. They implement lookup tables as a
function of rotor angle and winding currents. This permits to
account for the effects of geometry and saturation induced
harmonics, respectively. A perceived challenge here is the
development of these lookup tables, which is usually a time-
consuming exercise and, once complete, can require large
memory space.

All the above indicates that the future for SG mod-
elling and design leans towards hybrid and combined mod-
elling philosophies. Further new advancements towards such
concepts are thus proposed in this paper to overcome the
aforementioned existing challenges for a comprehensive
modelling of salient-pole, wound-field SGs. The approach
comprises the development of mathematical equations that
represent the winding circuits, linked with size-efficient
lookup tables of flux linkages of field and stator windings
as a function of rotor angular position and winding currents.
Additionally, it incorporates the skewing effect. The model
simulates voltages and currents as well as the electromag-
netic torque of SGs. The concept of this modelling technique
is developed and implemented on a particular case study
of a market-ready, 72.5kVA SG. The 2D geometry of this
machine is shown in Fig. 1, where the three-phase stator
winding arrangement is highlighted. Its main specifications
are given in Table 1 for the sake of completeness. First,
a 2D FE model of this SG is built and validated against
experimental results obtained from testing a physical pro-
totype. Then, the proposed methodology, which implements
size-efficient lookup tables incorporating the winding’s flux
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TABLE 1. Synchronous generator specifications.

FIGURE 1. The considered machine: 72.5kVA SG.

FIGURE 2. The model: conventions for voltage polarity and current
direction.

linkages, is fully validated against both FE and experimental
evaluations.

III. METHODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
The methodology is developed considering the stator’s abc-
phase reference frame as its advantages outweigh that of the
dq0-model [12], [20].

By applying the Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) on the
winding circuits whilst using the current and voltage con-
ventions as shown in Fig. 2, the representative equations for
the armature and field circuits can then be described by (1)
and (2) respectively [23], where ψabc, vabc and iabc denote

the instantaneous phase flux linkages, terminal voltages and
currents respectively, Rabc is the internal resistance of the
phase windings, vf , ψf and if are the instantaneous field
terminal voltage, flux linkage and current respectively and
Rf is the field winding resistance. The resistances considered
in this model are the DC phase resistances assuming uniform
current distribution over the cross-section and thus neglecting
eddy currents and AC losses in the conductors.

−
dψabc
dt
= vabc + iabcRabc (1)

vf =
dψf
dt
+ if Rf (2)

The most reliable method of accurately estimating flux
linkages is by using the FE model of the machine, as this
considers all the non-linear dependencies in its calculations,
such as the rotor angular position, the rotor and stator cross-
sectional geometry, the winding configuration, phase and
field currents and the materials’ magnetic properties.

However, this involves complex and lengthy calculations
for each time step. Therefore, an initial one-off run of several
time (position) stepping FE simulations over a series of rotor
angular positions and combinations of windings’ currents is
done to create accurate flux linkage maps. These maps are
then used as lookup tables that consider the rotor angle and
windings’ currents to determine instantaneous flux linkages
of the windings to be used for the model equations (1) and (2).

The concept here is that, for this first stage of the develop-
ment of the equation-based representation, the flux linkage
map is built based on an initial run of the FE model, thus
taking all of its benefits in terms of accuracy. This will then be
used for all the subsequent iterations during the full analysis
procedure including runs for various operating conditions and
loading levels, thus allowing for a significant computational
time reduction.

IV. THE LOOKUP TABLES
The implementation of inductances or flux linkages lookup
tables incorporating the rotor angle and winding currents
dependencies, automatically includes geometry and satura-
tion induced harmonics. Models implementing lookup tables
of inductances usually use some variants of (3) to obtain the
instantaneous flux linkages of the windings [11]. In (3), ψ
represents a generic flux linkage, i is a generic current, θ is
the rotor position and L is the inductance matrix.

[ψ] = [L(θ, [i])][i] (3)

However, in this case, lookup tables of the flux linkages are
preferred to those of inductances for the following reasons:
1) the extraction of inductances from the FE model simula-
tions for the construction of lookup tables is more complex
when inductances as a function of windings’ currents are
concerned, as it requires computation of the partial differen-
tial equations of the flux linkage with respect to the currents
[12]; 2) an electrical machine with n windings requires a
minimum of (n2 + n)/2 inductances to be determined for a
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lookup table of inductances, whereas only n flux linkages
dependent on rotor angle and currents are required for flux
linkage lookup tables [12]; 3) determining instantaneous flux
linkages through inductances lookup tables is not as accurate
as directly getting it fromflux linkages lookup tables, because
the flux linkage can no longer be represented by linear sum-
mation of the products of inductance and currents if the core’s
non-linear magnetic properties are considered.

Lookup tables are generally bulky and so the time and
memory space required for their development makes such
models unattractive. For example, [12] prepares 5D lookup
tables of flux linkages with respect to rotor angles and wind-
ings’ currents as described by (4), for all the combinations of
the data points given in (5). The angle θm in (5) is the rotor’s
mechanical angle taken for a 4-pole machine with sample
spacing of 3.75◦.

ψ = f
(
θ, ia, ib, ic, if

)
(4)

θm ∈ {0 : 3.75 : 176.25}◦

if ∈ {0.5, 1, 1.5}pu
iabc ∈ ±{0.5, 1, 1.3}3pu

 (5)

This results in four 5D lookup tables of 31104 data points
each. A high percentage of these data points consists of com-
binations that are impractical and very rarely occur in a SG,
as they represent an unbalanced three phase load condition in
the stator windings. An indicative example of this is having
+1pu current in all the three phases at the same time. Such
data points are only needed to provide a complete, gridded
data for the interpolation of the lookup tables. This implies
that heavy computational operations are required to develop
these comprehensive lookup tables.

The lookup table technique proposed in this paper is far
more efficient than those described above, as the data points
are selected according to the normal balanced three phase
operation of a SG. This is done by considering the space
vector of the three phase stator currents with respect to the
rotating dq-axes system instead of taking the real three phase
currents. The stator current phasor, as shown in Fig. 3, will
normally be within the third quadrant of the dq-axis system.

FIGURE 3. Standard phasor diagram of a SG.

Hence, a lookup table of flux linkages as described in
(6) can be achieved. In (6), γ is the stator current angle

TABLE 2. Reference frames used for lookup tables based models.

with respect to the q-axis current and Is is the stator current
magnitude.

ψ = f
(
θ, if , Is, γ

)
(6)

The data points for the phasor magnitude of stator cur-
rents can be sensibly selected according to the rated current
of the SG and the angle γ within the range of 0◦ to 90◦.
Hence, adopting polar coordinates (Is and γ ) helps in obtain-
ing denser data around the normal operating points using
fewer data points when compared to Cartesian coordinates,
i.e. d- and q-axis currents (id and iq).

A lookup table with respect to these variables requires
less number of data points and consequently less number
of FE simulations. Also, all the data points are within the
most probable region of operation, which gives amuch higher
quality and quantity of data for the interpolation around the
instantaneous current values, thus resulting in a much more
efficient methodology than previously proposed in literature.

However, the circuit equations (1) and (2) still need to be
modelled in the abc-domain for accuracy. The stator winding
currents calculated by (1) and (2) are converted in to d-axis
and q-axis currents through Park’s transformation, and then
Is and γ are calculated in order to be used as an input for the
four lookup tables. Through these lookup tables, the instanta-
neous flux linkages of all the SG windings are then identified
according to the input (based on the specific operating con-
dition considered) that is being used in the circuit equations
for determining instantaneous electrical quantities.

The models developed so far using lookup tables in
the literature are entirely based on either abc-reference
frame [10]–[12] or dq-reference frame [13]–[17], whose gen-
eral benefits and challenges are summarised in Table 2.

The proposed model benefits from the advantages of both
the reference systems by combining the abc-referenced cir-
cuital model with the lookup tables dependent on the resultant
vector quantities of the three-phase stator currents (Is and γ ).
In fact, it further optimises the lookup tables by considering
polar coordinates (Is and γ ) of the vector rather than Cartesian
ones (id and iq). This results in a more accurate and fast phase
domain methodology with size-efficient lookup tables.

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MODEL
For this case study, a 3-phase 72.5kVA, 400V salient-pole
SG as described by Fig. 1 and Table 1 was considered.
A detailed FE model of the considered SG was developed
to extract data and develop the required lookup table for the
proposed analytical model. All the FE results were validated
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against experimental results obtained from an instrumented
and customised test-rig. A picture of the machine on its test-
bed is given in Fig. 4, where the 72.5kVA SG can be observed
mechanically coupled with a 150kW DC motor acting as its
prime mover. The SG field winding can be supplied either
by an external DC source or through a brushless excitation
system. The three-phase terminals of the SG are connected to
an AC purely resistive load bank that can go up to 200kW.
The test-rig is equipped with a torque transducer at the shaft
coupling and a three-phase power analyser.

FIGURE 4. Experimental test set-up.

A. VALIDATION OF THE FE MODEL
FE time-stepping simulations were performed under no load
condition at rated speed with different field excitation cur-
rents to plot the open circuit characteristic (OCC). The curve
obtained from the FE model was then compared with that
resulting from the experimental testing of the SG, i.e. mea-
sured voltages of the open-circuit phase windings for various
levels of field current provided by an external DC current
source.

FIGURE 5. Experimental validation: the OCC.

Fig. 5 compares numerical and experimental results related
to the OCC. A very good match can be observed espe-
cially in the linear region, while a maximum error of 3%
is recorded after the saturation knee. This is probably due
to the challenges related to the representation of the real

behaviour of the ferromagnetic materials through their BH
curve. Fig. 6 compares the voltage waveforms at rated no-
load condition of the platform under test. Also in this case,
a close match between FE and experimental results is seen.

FIGURE 6. Experimental validation: no-load and full-load voltage
waveforms.

After having successfully validated the FE model at no-
load, the validation exercise comprises also its full load oper-
ation. For full load, the SG was run at unity power factor with
the field current supplied via the automatic voltage regulator
(AVR). The load for the simulation was selected accordingly,
resulting in a purely resistive load of 2.2�. The waveforms of
the phase voltage and current obtained from the simulation
are compared with the experimental results in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7 respectively, where excellent similarities between the
two waveforms can be observed.

FIGURE 7. Experimental validation: phase current waveform.

The rms values of these waveforms are compared
in Table 3, which confirms excellent accuracy of the FE
model. Thus, it can be safely said that the instantaneous
flux linkages calculated by the FE model are an accurate
and precise representation of the actual flux linkages of the
windings inside the generator and can be used to construct the
lookup tables for the development of the analytical model.
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TABLE 3. Comparison of RMS values at full load.

B. LOOKUP TABLES CONSTRUCTION
Having validated the FE model, it can then be used to prepare
the flux linkage lookup tables for the proposed methodology.
As a first step, the lookup tables are prepared considering
only three-phase armature windings and the main rotor field
winding whilst ignoring the damper bars. At this stage, this is
considered as an acceptable first step, as the first objective
here is to validate the modelling technique at steady state.
Taking only the four main windings of the generator into
consideration, a lookup table for each winding’s flux linkage
is developed with respect to defined value sets of the four
variables, which are the rotor electrical angle θe, if , Is and γ .
The sets of values defined for these independent variables of
the lookup tables are stated in (7), (8), (9) and (10).

To take into account the high-order harmonics produced
by the slotting effects on the analysed SG, 8 samples per
slot pitch are considered and this results in the dataset shown
in (7). The data points for Is, γ and if in (8), (9) and (10) were
selected according to a detailed sensitivity analysis aimed at
identifying an optimal number of points that can cover all
the nominal values of these variables ranging from no-load
to rated load, also considering the most relevant power factor
values, while keeping a high accuracy in any load condition.

θe ∈ {0 : 1.875 : 360}◦ (7)

Is ∈ {0, 0.5, 1}p.u (8)

γ ∈ {0, 30, 75}◦ (9)

if ∈ {0, 10, 20, 30, 40}A (10)

Using (7)-(10), the mentioned 4D lookup tables can be
created. In the FE model, the field winding is supplied by an
ideal DC current source with different field current values as
in (10). For all the considered if values, the 3-phase armature
windings were supplied by balanced sinusoidal currents with
a fundamental frequency of 50Hz for various amplitude and
phase angles corresponding to (8) and (9). Starting with the
rotor’s initial angular position at 0◦ (corresponding to t= 0 s),
time-stepping simulations with the time samples correspond-
ing to the rotor’s electrical angular position as defined in (7)
were performed for each combination of if , Is and γ values
to achieve flux linkages for all the 4D data points.

The preparation of the proposed lookup tables for the con-
sidered case study require 34 time-stepping FE simulations
which took a total of around 4 hours of simulation time. This
results in four, 4D lookup tables each consisting of 8685 data
points. On the contrary, if the method proposed in [12] was

TABLE 4. Lookup tables comparison between the proposed and the
existing methods.

to be adopted for similar data points for the considered SG,
the process would had required 625 FE simulations (equiva-
lent to 3 days). This would had resulted in four 5D lookup
tables consisting of 120625 data points each. Therefore, it
is evident that the time and memory space necessary for
these lookup tables are significantly less than for the existing
methodologies. A summary of the comparison between the
method [12] and that proposed in this paper is highlighted
in Table 4.

C. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
The whole modelling concept was then built and developed
within the Simulink/MATLAB environment. A full represen-
tation of the model is shown in Fig. 8, where the output flux
linkage produced by the lookup tables can be observed, as it is
fed to the model of the windings’ KVL equations (1) and (2).
The instantaneous current values calculated by these KVL
equations, implemented through the model of Fig. 8, were
then looped back as an input to the lookup tables to find the
instantaneous flux linkage. The developedmodel provides the
flexibility of extending the model for further system level
analysis. For example, a custom-modelled non-linear load
can be connected to simulate its harmonic effects on the
SG or sub-models such as an automatic voltage regulator
(AVR) and/or an excitation system can be connected for
higher level of system-integrated simulations.

D. ELECTROMAGNETIC TORQUE
To achieve a comprehensive technique that considers the full
operation of the SG, a sub-model to produce instantaneous
electromagnetic torquewas added to themodel. The approach
for the electromagnetic torque was based on (11), which
relates to the sum of induced electrical power divided by
mechanical speed and no-load torque (τcogg.).

τe =
Eaia + Ebib + Ecic + Ef if

ωm
+ τcogg. (11)

In (11), Ea, Eb, Ec and Ef are the instantaneous induced
electromotive forces (EMFs) of the three phase stator wind-
ings and field winding, and ωm is the mechanical angular
speed of the rotor in rad/s. The first term of (11) is derived
from the model of Fig. 8, via the instantaneous induced EMFs
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FIGURE 8. Proposed model developed in Simulink.

and winding currents. SGs have an electrically-excited rotor
field. A resultant force occurs due to the interactions between
the generated field and the geometry in the air-gap, which
in other machine families is traditionally known as cogging
torque. This is dependent on the field current and the rotor’s
angular position. To include an accurate representation of this
effect, a lookup table of this no-load torque phenomena is
built through the use of FE simulations The lookup table was
constructed for the points of field currents and rotor posi-
tions as previously stated in (10) and (7), respectively. This
involved taking torque calculation results from the no load
FE simulations carried out previously for the lookup tables
of flux linkages. Fig. 9 shows the developed Simulink model
for the calculation of instantaneous electromagnetic torque.

FIGURE 9. Simulink model for torque calculation.

VI. INTEGRATION OF SKEWING EFFECT
An important feature of thismethodology is its inclusivity and
flexibility. Likewise, having high number of integer samples
per skewing angle can be useful in integrating the effect of
skewing within the proposed model. Since the SG in this case
has a skewing angle equal to its slot pitch, there are 8 samples
per skewing angle. The flux linkage data acquired from the
2D FE model are shifted back and forth one sample at a time
over a skewing angle and averaged as shown in (12) to get
the effective flux linkages of the windings over its skewed
axial core length [24]. This is a method usually applied on
the post-processed quantities of 2D FE simulations to include
the skewing effect as explained and validated in [24]. In this
case, the same method is implemented internally on the flux
linkage lookup tables to inherently produce an equivalent

effect. In (12), Ns represents the number of samples per
skewing angle.

ψ
(
θn, if , Is, γ

)
=

1
Ns

Ns/2∑
k=−Nl/2

ψ
(
θn+k , if , Is, γ

)
(12)

This highlights the potential of the proposed methodology
even when compared to FE models. For example, to consider
the skewing effect in FE models, one has to either run a 3D
FE simulation [25] or perform multiple, multi-slice 2D FE
simulations [26], [27]. The 3DFE simulation is farmore time-
consuming and expensive, and therefore multi-slice 2D FE
simulation is usually preferred to approximate the skewing
effect. Nevertheless, this requires multiple 2D simulations
and consequently more time. However, the proposed model
simulates a skewed machine without any extra increase in
simulation time.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The methodology and the developed model described above
are then evaluated in terms of accuracy and simulation time
to test and quantify the method’s capability to achieve the
targets.

A. ACCURACY COMPARISON
To assert the methodology’s accuracy in calculating the har-
monic effects resulting from the machine’s geometry and
magnetic saturation, the model’s simulation results were
compared against those of the validated FE model and exper-
imental measurements. For the sake of brevity, only the com-
parisons under no load and full load conditions at steady
state operation are shown here, although the model is clearly
capable of simulating any machine operation under balanced,
symmetrical conditions.

The electromagnetic torque calculated by the developed
analytical model was compared with the FE model’s torque
results only, since the experimental torque comprises ripples
influenced by other external factors such as harmonics gener-
ated by the mechanical system and the DC motor drive used
as a prime mover.

1) NO LOAD OPERATION
The model shown in Fig. 8 was run at no load, with a field
current producing rated output voltage at the SG’s stator
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terminals. The simulated induced voltage was then compared
against that evaluated via experimental testing and the FE
model. Fig. 10 shows the voltage waveforms comparison.
From Fig. 10, it can be observed that the amplitude and the
shape of the EMF waveform from the proposed model are
very close to the waveforms obtained from the experiments
and the FE model simulation.

FIGURE 10. EMF waveform comparison.

2) FULL LOAD AT UNITY POWER FACTOR
The SGwas operated under full load condition at unity power
factor, with the AVR regulating the rated terminal voltage.
The same field current produced by the AVR to generate the
rated terminal voltage at full load was then used as the field
current for the FE and the proposed models supplying rated
power to a purely resistive load. The phase terminal voltage
and current waveforms and their RMS values are compared
in Fig. 11 and Table 5 respectively. Since it is a resistive load,
the phase voltage and current waveforms will have the same
harmonic content and this is shown and compared in Fig. 12.

As can be seen in Fig. 11 and Table 5, the waveforms from
the proposed model are very similar to the experimental ones.
This is also confirmed by Fig. 12, where it can be observed
that the model is able to capture the most dominant harmonics
of voltage and current waveforms. Even and third harmonics
can be observed in the experimental spectrum (shown in
green in Fig. 12), due to the fact that a slight unbalanced
condition was registered during testing. On the other hand,
the models are simulated under balanced three-phase condi-
tions and this justifies the discrepancy when comparing even
and third harmonics. It can be seen from Fig. 10, Fig. 11,
Fig. 12 and Table 5 that the proposed model is as accurate
as the FE model with both having similar percentage errors
when compared against the experimental values. Table 5 also
shows the same accuracy level between the proposed model
and the model developed via the method in [12]. This proves
that the proposed technique gives the same accuracy using
considerably fewer data points for the lookup tables.

The electromagnetic torque produced by the analytical
model was compared against the FE-evaluated torque results

FIGURE 11. Phase voltage (volt.) and current (curr.) waveforms at full
load between the experiment (Exp.), FE model (FE) and the developed
model (Prop.).

FIGURE 12. Comparison between model results and experimental
measurements in terms of current and voltage harmonic content.

TABLE 5. Comparison of RMS values at full load.

under the same full load operating condition. To ensure a
fair comparison, the FE model of an un-skewed SG was used
with the original un-skewed analytical model of the SG [8].
Fig. 13 compares the electromagnetic torque waveforms
between the two models. It also shows a zoomed graph of the
steady state torque for one time period of the lowest ripple
frequency.

It is evident from Fig. 13 that the analytical model has
successfully captured the shape and frequencies of the torque
ripple to a large extent when compared against the FEmodel’s
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TABLE 6. Simulation time per electrical cycle.

FIGURE 13. Torque comparison at full load.

torque waveform. The accuracy of the results can be even fur-
ther improved with a higher resolution of the lookup tables.

It is also important to highlight that the model has proven
to be capable of simulating different steady state balanced
load conditions at synchronous speed with similar accuracy
as shown in this paper, but these are not presented here
due to space limitations. Therefore, the proposed modelling
approach is highly reliable for simulating SGs under any
balanced load operations.

B. SIMULATION TIME COMPARISON
After the accuracy of the developed analytical model was
successfully validated, the next step consists in emphasizing
the computational benefits of the proposed methodology as
compared to the FE model. Both the FE and the proposed
models were simulated with 192 time steps per electrical
cycle. Table 6 shows the time taken to simulate one complete
time period of 20ms for the models on an Intel i3 3.3GHz
CPU with 4GB RAM with no other program running during
the simulation. This proves that the proposed model (with
cubic spline interpolation) is 130 times faster than the devel-
oped FE model. Also, the 2D FE model simulation showed
the results without the skewing effect and would require an
extra bit of time and effort to include the skewing effect
manually. This is not the case with the proposed model as the
simulation time mentioned for it includes the skewing effect.

Although it is preferable to interpolate the non-linear
electromagnetic relations represented by the lookup tables
using cubic spline method, a reasonably good accuracy has
also been observed using linear interpolation technique, with

the simulation time further reduced to less than 1 second.
Therefore, the proposed model confirmed to be extremely
faster than the FE model in simulation and also provides the
flexibility to select the interpolation technique according to
the need of improving either simulation time or accuracy.

VIII. CONCLUSION
The proposed model has been shown to achieve very accurate
results when compared to the FE and experimental results. Its
maximum error against experimental results is 1.2%. When
comparing the operational requirements of the model relative
to FE, the simulation time under cubic spline interpolation
was 130 times faster.

From the modelling perspective, the time and memory
space required for the development of the lookup tables were
reduced by 94.56% and 92.8% respectively when compared
to existing methods [12], without compromising at all the
accuracy. This makes the proposed model a very feasible
and practical option for analysing SGs. It is also a very
simple, flexible and easy-to-use model and it can easily be
expanded to calculate torque and further relevant quantities.
Due to its flexibility, certain aspects which traditionally incur
complex analysis processes (such as skewing via multi-slice
2D or even 3D simulations) can be easily integrated within
the model.

Although the model initially requires some FE simulations
for its development, it is still worth using it for SGs’ analyses
due to the following reasons:

• It is useful for applications where the number of electri-
cal cycles required for analytical simulations are more
than the simulations required to develop the model.

• It can be developed on any generic mathematical mod-
elling package (eg. MATLAB). This allows to integrate
it with the models of other components of the generation
system, such as AVR controller and excitation system to
create a whole integrated model of a genset.

Considering the last point, the natural future development
of this research is that of building a comprehensive system
model which includes the main generator, the excitation sys-
tem and an AVR. It is perceived that the role of the clas-
sical SG will change in the near future. This is due to the
ever-increasing demands in terms of grid compliance, power
quality, efficiency, power density, etc. Therefore, SGs and,
more in general, generation-set manufacturers would signif-
icantly benefit from such fast, accurate and comprehensive
modelling methodologies.
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